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Presentation Notes
Welcome to our presentation about crowdsourced rainfall intensity measurements
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the content: First, we’ll quickly talk about the reasons and the motivation why we chose this project. Then we will introduce you to our research design and methods, before talking about the results and the conclusion.
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Criteria for our topic 
 Crowd-sourced data acquisition adds additional possibilities in comparison with traditional techniques 

 Should deliver enough data for extensive statistics 

  rainfall intensity 
 

Lead questions which can be answered specifically through crowdsourcing 
 How do people estimate rainfall intensity? 

 Is understanding of rainfall intensity subjective? 

 Possibility of an objective scale? 

 Higher temporal resolution? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we were given the task to come up with a crowdsourcing research topic, it took as a while to find a meaningful topic. Our main concern was to do something that could not be done by traditional measurement possibilities. Or at least the crowdsourced option should have some kind of advantage in comparison to traditional measurement methods. Additionally, we wanted to do something where we would certainly get enough data to come up with significant results.We then decided on rainfall intensity, because it is something which happens frequently and we would be sure to get enough data – so we thought, but more to that later. We were hoping for two main advantages from using crowd-sourced techniques instead of traditional measurements: The perceptive aspect. How do individuals perceive and estimate rainfall intensity? Is this strictly subjective or is it possible to come up with a scale that is objective and understood in the same way by everyone?During the measurement campaign we also came up with another possible advantage of crowd-sourced data in this context: rain intensity is temporally very diverse and can change very fast. Most traditional rain gauges however have minimal intervals of 5min or even more. Crowd-sourced data could in theory deliver data in higher temporal resolution.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me now introduce you to our research design.
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 Classification System 

 

 

 Meteo Station 
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(CrowdWater 2016, Rinderer et al. 2012) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We decided to measure the rainfall intensity here at Irchel with the help of a classification system – similar to the one shown here from the project “CrowdWater”. For that we used a tablet, which was set up prominently at the main entrance. This would ensure a lot of data and people could contribute whenever they come from outside.Parallel, we also measured the rainfall with the help of a rain gauge on the campus area. This data would serve as a comparison and reference.
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Research Questions 

1. How is rainfall intensity perceived by citizen scientists (mainly students)? 

 

2. Is it possible to estimate rainfall intensity with a qualitative class system? 

 

3. NEW: Is it possible to detect short term variability in rainfall intensities with crowd classifications? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The research questions we wanted to answer with this set-up were the following:	1. How is rainfall intensity perceived by citizen scientists (mainly students)?	2. Is it possible to estimate rainfall intensity with a qualitative class system?During the process, we added a third one question about the possibility of a higher temporal resolution through crowd sourcing, which I mentioned before.	3. NEW: Is it possible to detect short term variability in rainfall intensities with crowd classifications?
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Creation of the Classification Icons 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An important process for our project was coming up with the rain intensity classifications and its icons. Quite soon we decided to apply a classification based on clothing (closed rain jacket, rain jacked with hood up, rain jacket and umbrella and a last one where you still get wet despite all protection measures). Additionally we also added increasing amounts of raindrops to each category.
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Final Classification Systems 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The initial plan was to also compare the icons to a number-classification and also evaluate if there’s a difference in accuracy. To do so, the tablet randomly showed just one of the two classifications to the participants.However, due to the lack of rain and therefore also the lack of usable data, we decided to abandon the number-classification in order to achieve enough data for at least one classification.
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App on Tablet 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can see a screenshot of the tablet that was placed at the main entrance of the university. At the stand there was also a poster with some information about our project, but we did not include any descriptions or explanations about the classes, because we could not ensure that everyone would look at the information, which could lead to a difference in information of the participants. We wanted to avoid that.
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Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is the outcome of our study?
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Lecture Survey – different classification systems 
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

Number-Classification 

Icon-Classification 

How well did you feel able to estimate the 
rain intensity with this classification? 

bad moderatly well very well 

Which of the two classification 
systems is easier to interpret?  

Icon-Classification Number-Classification 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we started measuring using the tablet, we performed a lecture survey. We showed the students short rain videos and asked them to estimate the rainfall intensity (both classification systems). We also asked them how well they felt able to estimate the rain intensity with the classifications. The students were slightly more sure using the icon classification. However, when asking them which classification system was easier to interpret they clearly voted for the icon classification.
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Lecture Survey – the influence of explanations of the icons 
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How strong was the rain intensity in the video?  

without explanation with explanation 
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Which aspects of the icon did you consider 
while classifying? (multiple choice) 

without explanation with explanation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Furthermore we wanted to see if there is a change detectable before and after explaining the icon classification. Giving an explanation about the icon classification did not have a big impact on the estimation of the rain intensity. However, the explanation did change the perception of the icons as well as the aspects on which people based their decision on for a class. In that sense an explanation helps to harmonize the classification process.Possible Improvement: Including explanations. However, this idea was consciously abandoned, because it could not be insured that all survey participants would actually read additional information on the icons. That would interfere with the idea that the circumstances should be the same for all participants.
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Tablet vs. Measured Rainfall 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see boxplots for the different classes showing the measured precipitation data. So every class shows the measured precipitation range as a boxplot. As we can see the median is close to 0 and was similar for all classes. Why could it look like this?
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Precipitation Timeseries 2017, Irchel 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see the measured precipitation at Campus Irchel during the data collection period. There are a few gaps but in general there was some rain, especially in the end.
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Precipitation Timeseries 2017, Irchel 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The grey areas show time periods with absence of students (weekends and spring break). So before the springbreak there were only some short rain events during the week. Out of those two occurred even during nighttime (red arrows). Within the spring break there was snow falling (and we had no class for snow). The red line marks the point in time when our survey tablet got stolen. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now it should be clear why the median of all boxplots was close to 0. There was hardly any rain.After the tablet loss we decided to do a short field survey where we asked people outside to estimate the actual rainfall.Here we compare the boxplot diagram of the tablet data with the boxplot diagram of the field survey. The field survey plot definitely looks different. There are different medians and a separation between little and intense rain could be made. During the filed survey it was certainly raining (except of a short time period). Most of the „no rain“ votes are therefore misclassifications! Thus people can distinguish between intense rain fall (classes 4&5) as well as light rain fall (classes 1&2), class 3 is somewhere in between. A less coarse distinction seems difficult though. Possible Improvement: Reduction to 3 classes only  data would be more clearly attributable to a certain rain intensity, but the possible volume of new information is limited of course.
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Errors: Misclassifications 
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The buzz on your campus. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking about possible errors we have to come up with the most obvious error: misclassification.Concerning that error source we were actually mentioned in the Jodel APP.
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Errors: Misclassifications 
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votes with rain but no 
rain measured total votes relative amount [%] 

Tablet: 1381 3857 36 
Field Survey: 86 304 28 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Misclassification is a simple ratio calculation using the votes with rain, when no precipitation was actually measured, and the total votes. One thing to note: the total amount of votes was very high. With more rain, the tablet data acquisition would have been a good option.The amount of missclassifications for the tablet data was 36%. This is approximately what one would expect. However, for the field survey a missclassification of 28% is very high, especially knowing that it was raining most of the time. So why is this so? Do you have an idea?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The problem is the rain gauge. We used a tipping bucket system which only records in 0.2mm water intervals. This means that little rainfall (e.g. drizzling rain) is not recorded.A possibility to find out if there was potentially rainfall although the tipping bucked did not record precipitation would be to take a look at air humidity. Missclassification votes with high air humidity values could then also be indicated as probably correct. 
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Timeseries: Field Survey vs. Measured Rainfall  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally we want to show you that our study could have worked with more rain data. Here we see the measured rainfall (black) and the votes from the field survey (blue). The votes from the field survey were aggregated to a 5min time intervall. Out of all votes within a 5min interval the average rain intensity class was calculated. The range of the rain intensity curve was then stretched.
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Conclusion 

1. How is rainfall intensity perceived by citizen scientists (mainly students)? 

 Distinction of different intensities is possible 

 But only rough categories (no, little, intense rain) 

 

2. Is it possible to estimate rainfall intensity with a qualitative class system? 

 Yes, but there are a few limitations: 

• Problems with high temporal resolution 

• Misclassifications 

 

3. NEW: Is it possible to detect short term variabilities in rainfall intensities with crowd classifications? 

– No, the variability of the survey data seems to be too large 
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Sources 

Literature: 
– Rinderer M., Kollegger A., Fischer B. M. C., Stähli M., Seibert J. (2012). Sensing with boots and trousers – qualitative field observations of shallow soil moisture 

patterns. Hydrological Press. 26, 4112-4120. DOI: 10,1002/hyp.9531 

Internet: 
– Watersplash: http://www.pngall.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Water-PNG.png 

– CrowdWater: http://www.crowdwater.ch/de/TheProject.html 

– Rain Gauge: https://giphy.com/gifs/instrument-AsFbniBeEbecU 

– Jodel: http://p3.zdassets.com/hc/settings_assets/918644/200144035/xZ99Au3n7pXExdJxCpXqyg-jodel-logo-orange.png 

– Jodel: https://jodel-app.com/# 
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